
Unlock the Power of Reading: Train Your
Student to Understand & Remember What
They Read
Reading is a fundamental skill that forms the foundation of learning. Whether it's
textbooks, novels, or study guides, students are required to process and
comprehend vast amounts of information through reading. However, many
students struggle with understanding and retaining what they read, leading to
academic difficulties and frustration. Therefore, it is crucial to teach students
effective strategies to train their minds to comprehend and remember the material
they encounter.

The Importance of Reading Comprehension

Strong reading comprehension skills are essential for academic success and
personal growth. When students can understand what they read, they can
engage with the material more deeply, analyze and make connections, and apply
the knowledge gained to various contexts. Furthermore, strong reading
comprehension promotes critical thinking, problem-solving, communication skills,
and a growth mindset.

Challenges Faced by Students

Several factors contribute to students' difficulties with reading comprehension.
Some common challenges include:
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Limited vocabulary

Lack of background knowledge

Lack of focus and attention

Ineffective reading strategies

Poor comprehension monitoring

Limited practice

Effective Strategies to Enhance Reading Comprehension

Fortunately, there are several strategies that can help students improve their
reading comprehension skills. By implementing these techniques, you can assist
your student in developing robust reading habits and lasting comprehension.

1. Pre-Reading Activities

Before diving into the text, it is essential to activate prior knowledge related to the
topic. Encourage your student to brainstorm and discuss what they already know
about the subject matter. This process not only enhances understanding but also
prepares their minds for the new information they will encounter.
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2. Previewing the Material

Teach your student to skim through the reading material, paying attention to
headings, subheadings, and highlighted keywords. By doing so, they will gain an
overview of the main ideas and structure of the text, making it easier to follow
along and comprehend the content.

3. Active Reading

Encourage your student to actively engage with the text while reading. This
includes highlighting or underlining important information, jotting down key points,
and asking questions. By doing so, they are interacting with the material and
promoting deeper comprehension.

4. Visualization

Help your student develop their visualization skills by encouraging them to create
mental images while reading. Visualization can enhance comprehension by
making abstract concepts more concrete and memorable.

5. Summarization

After completing a section or chapter, encourage your student to summarize what
they have read. Summarization promotes active recall and helps consolidate
information in their long-term memory. Additionally, it allows them to identify any
areas of confusion or gaps in their understanding that can be addressed later.

6. Reviewing and Reflecting

Regular review and reflection are crucial for reinforcing learning and solidifying
comprehension. Encourage your student to periodically review their notes,
summaries, and important concepts. Additionally, ask them to reflect on the
material and make connections to their own lives or other topics they have



studied. This process deepens their understanding and aids in long-term
retention.

The Power of Practice

Reading comprehension, like any skill, requires practice. Encourage your student
to read regularly, both within and outside the academic setting. Suggest a variety
of reading materials, including fiction, non-fiction, and articles related to their
interests. By exposing themselves to diverse texts, they can build vocabulary,
expand their knowledge base, and strengthen their comprehension abilities.

By training your student to understand and remember what they read, you equip
them with a valuable tool for success in academics and beyond. Through
effective strategies such as pre-reading activities, active reading, visualization,
summarization, and regular review, students can enhance their reading
comprehension skills and become confident, lifelong learners.
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Comprehension is the understanding and interpretation of what is read. To be
able to accurately understand written material, children need to be able to:
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•decode what they read
•make connections between what they read and what they already know
•think deeply about what they have read

Guided Exercises for Reading Comprehension teaches your student step by step
the techniques necessary to understand and remember what they read.
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